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e pass by it everyday. It is a perma
fixture
of our history, of Quaker tradit
It is a symbol of our pride and spirit
college. Each day looking different than befor
provides representation and displays character. But it is more
just a rock, it is a part of our experi
here at Whittier College.

W

The Rock was brought to the campus in 1912 by three gradu
gift.
senior
class
seniors
as
the
afternoon trip to the foot of the Mount Wilson Trail in the Sierra M
twenty-four
a
turned
into
affair, as the two ton granite boulder was hauled ou
horse and wagon.
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ock since then has been the center of many events here at
er, much as it is still today. In 1920 the tradition of painting
ck began as a reward for the winner of the Frosh-Soph scrap,
sophomores hung their colors atop a greased flag pole and
ed them from the freshmen. The winner of the scrap got to
e Rock for the remainder of the fall semester.
Rock, once much larger than it is today has
e a symol of permanance andsolidarity, and whether we pass
it
everyday,
it
is
there
reminding
hittier's history and ideals...
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Alpha Psi Omega is a national
theatre honorary society. The
purpose of the society is to
stimulate interest in dramatic
activities at the college and to
secure all the advantages and
mutual helpfulness provided by a
large national honorary fraternity.
Students are selected as a reward
for their efforts in participating in
college productions.

The Asian Student Association
welcomes everyone to join their
amily and learn more about the
arious unique Asian cultures
hrough speakers, food, activities,
and more. This club stresses
unity, support, and education.
hey are also very proud of their
nnual Asian Night performance
in the spring because it gives
hem a chance to educate the
ntire Whittier community about
he beauties of the Asian cultures
hrough food and traditional
ances.
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The Bisexual, Gay and Lesbian
Alliance for Diversity is a
confidential group that serves as
a support system for students and
gets students involved with
crucual political issues affecting
the bisexual, gay and lesbian
communities. The organization's
focus is to end discrimination
through educating the Whittier
community.

The members of the Black
Student Union associate to assist
Black students enrolled at Whittier
College in being successful, both
academically and socially. In
addition, BSU seeks to make an
impact on the political, cultural,
psychological, and intellectual
development of its members.

dubs & organizations 9

c o r

2000

Every undergraduate student of
Whittier College is a member of
the Associated Students of
Whittier College (ASWC). The
Council of Representatives is the
elected government of the AS WC
and serves a one-year term
from January to December.
COR administers student fees,
sponsors programming, funds
recognized groups, and
represents students' needs and
concerns to the College
administration.

cou nci l of
representat i ve
c o r

2001
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The French Club promotes
French language and culture to
both French speakers and
non-speakers. Activities focus on
film screenings, cuisine, music
and dance.

rench club
dents
The Hispanic Students
Association is an organization that
serves as a support group for
students. It promotes academic
and social enrichment, while
providing cultural awareness. As
an organization we celebrate the
Latino culture through activities
such as La Tardeada and Amigos.
We connect students to the
community through educational
outreach as well as through
voluntary services. Our group is
a culmination of different ideals
and values. This allows us to
Take Pride in our Roots!

clubs & organizations 11

The purpose of Interciub Council
is to faciliate interaction between
all clubs on campus and to
provide a forum for discussion
and information exchange.
Comprised of one representative
from each campus organization,
Interclub promotes a spirit of
cooperation among various clubs.

interciub
nc
intersociety o nc
Intersociety council provides
leadership and self-governance
for the societies. ISC's
responsibilities are to address
issues facing societies, promote
intersociety relationships, and to
coordinate intersociety events.

A new club following an old
tradition, the Jewih Student Union
is now back after four year's
silence. We are trying to bring
awareness to the Whittier College
community by making our Jewish
presence felt on campus. In our
weekly meetings we discuss
Jewish and Israeli news, explore
Jewish culture, and plan
community service activities.
Some of our events have included
going to the LA AIDS walk,
having Yom Kippur Break-theFast, bringing political speakers
and teaching local elementary
school students about Jewish
holidays.

wish student union
ma rt ial arts club
.

The Martial Arts Club is a club
sport open to all students,
regardless of previous martial arts
experience. The instructor holds
a ninth degree black belt and
teaches in the traditional
Taekwondo style. Students learn
required forms, sparring tactics,
as well as various street defense
techniques.

The Newman Club provides the
Whittier campus with various
spiritual and social activities to
promote the Catholic faith. The
club holds weekly meetings and
provides a friendly environment
for group discussions.

n wman club
republican clu
The Richard M. Nixon Republican
Club is an organization involved
in various political issues.
Activities include campaign work,
debates, conventions and social
events. This year the Republican
Club helped to organize voter
registration on campus for the
2000 Presidental election.
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Program Board is the
programming branch of COR.
Program Board is composed of
several subcommittees that work
together to provide a variety of
entertainment to the Whittier
community. Program Board is
responsible for activities and
events such as Homecoming,
Luminarias, and Spring Sing.

roe r

board
,ww!hOlogl y club
ye
The Psychology Club brings
together students with an interest
in psychology to participate in
social and educational activities.
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Psi Chi is the National Pschology
Honors society. It encourages
successful students in their
pursuit of the study of psychology.

si chi
quaker campu
The student newspaper, the
Quaker Campus, has served as
the "Voice of the Campus Since
1914." Published weekly, it covers
events both on and off campus
and prints student opinions while
attempting to tackle controversy.
Quaker Campus employees are
easily distinguishable on
campus—they wander around
like zombies every Thursday, the
day after the paper goes to press.
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The sociology club is for the
various Whittier College students
who are interested in sociology.
These students join together in
the interest of sociology for the
benefit of themselves and their
academic experience.

The Whittier College Christian
Fellowship seeks to communicate
God's love to the campus and to
encourage the spiritual growth of
its members through prayer,
worship, fellowship and
discipleship.

clubs & organizations 17

The Franklin society is
the oldest society on
the
Whittier
College
campus. Members of the
Franklin Society are bound
by a strong sense of
brotherhood, community,
and an intense desire to
experience life to the
fullest. This year marks the
Franklin Society's eighthieth
year.

The Thalian Society was
founded in 1929. Through
the years we have created a
society that celebrates the
unique character of our
members, and works to
uphold the three-fold
purpose that our society is
based upon: Friendship,
Loyalty, and Festivity. We
actively participate in
community events, bonding
activities, and numerous
campus events.

18 dubs & organizations

The Metaphonian Society
was founded on September
24, 1924. The Mets began
as a literary group, but
the times have changed and
its primary function now is a
social one. Met sisters
experience a special bond
that brings them together in
all their diversity. They
support each other always
and enjoy spending time with
each other. Dedication to
themselves and one another
brings them fulfillment not
only at Whittier, but
throughout life.

eta • honi ns
e n ns
The William Penn Society
continues to uphold the
ideals and traditions that
began with its founding in
1934. The Penns represent
justice and square dealing
as they create a brotherhood
that trancends differences in
their members. The Penns
take pride in being able to
say, "There is no such thing
as a typical William Penn!!"

Founded in 1929, the Athenians
have celebrated over 70 years of
sisterhood. We pride ourselves on
service and participation within
our community. In the past four
years we have fed the homeless,
walked for Multiple Sclerosis, read
stories to the elderly and even
tucked-in our fellow college
students with a story, cookies and
juice. The graduating seniors wish
the best for the future of the
Athenian Society. The bonds we
have created will last a lifetime
and we will miss you all.

athenian
o r t hogonian
The Orthogonian Society was
founded in 1929 by Richard Nixon
and Albert Upton. The society was
founded upon ideals which
include always giving 100 percent
and never giving up.Orthogonians
have continually produced
student and athletic leaders in the
college community. Their tradition
of excellence has, and will,
continue to be the backbone of
the society. Orthogonians belong
to a society based on brotherhood
that lasts a lifetime.
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"If a man hasn't discovered something
he will die for, he isn't fit to live."
--Martin Luther King Jr.
For over 65 years Lancers have been
issuing the same call to brotherhood
that was voiced by Dr. King , in
Detroit, 1963. Luckily, no brothers
have died in the name of Lancer, but
the same loyalty, integrity, and honor,
portrayed in this quote, have been
present in every one. Whether a
Lancer is one of the original thirteen
of 1934, or one of the new class of
2001, the bond that binds us is
brotherhood. The Lancers have
always provided an opportunity for
Whittier men to fulfill their social,
cultural, and academic agendas, as
well as career goals, and as long as
there is a Whittier College for the
Lancer Society to call home, it
always will...

rs
rs
The Palmers are visable around
campus through our community
service projects, fundraisers, and
social gatherings. There is also
something that is not visable to
the eye, but nevertheless is an
essential ingredient of the Palmer
Society. This is sisterhood, which can
only grow stronger with time. This
sisterhood is not built by the name
Palmer, but rather by the women who
are Palmers. As the oldest female
society, we pride ourselves on
tradition, but always adapt to the
world around us. As Palmers we
promote a spirit of friendship and
sisterhood through relationships with
the people that we meet.

clubs & organizations 21

Creating bonds of sisterhood
that last a lifetime, the lonians
share the beliefs of the
importance and respect of
individuality, community service
and perserverance of traditions.
Activities
include
social
getherings, fund-raisers and
community service. "There are no
strangers here, only friends we
have not met."

con voc at 10
Convocation was held on Sunday,
January 28 at the Ruth B.
Shannon Center for the
Performing Arts. It was a night
culminating the end of pledging;
a night of celebration and
welcoming of new brothers and
sisters into the nine societies.

22 clubs & organizations

I

From flipping burgers in the Spot
to working in a professor's office,
students have taken on an array of
responsibilities in order to pay tuition balances, buy all those overpriced books for classes, or to line

26 student life

their pockets for day to day expenses. Whatever the destination
for the funds, most Whittier
students spent some amount of
time working on campus at one job
or another.

The majority of students spend three beautiful years living in on campus housing. Only
few escape. Some think they are lucky-they
appreciate the convenience of the short commute up and down the stairs, while others
remain wishing to be let free. While quiet
hours, rules, and having a roommate may put
a damper on our preferred lifestyle, few are
able to come out of the residence hall experience without a memory or two.

St-f HOH, Our

Stufi Oil CaMPHS

People seem to think that they're around a
'different group of people at campus events.
They occasionally--no, frequently--do things
that they'd regret in the morning. I'm not sure
how we confront our classmates the Monday
after Erotic City..."
Amy Stice Class of 2003

j

Otowu lied
Poet Nightfife
Whereever our nights may have
taken us, whether it be to the
nearest keg, or into Uptown to
catch a movie or a non-CT meal,
it was not unusual to catch
students wandering in search of
fun. Many students opt for a
night in the dorms while others
venture out into Hollywood and
beyond, but the goal is always
for a good story to tell Monday
morning in class...
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A

warm welcome from the President of Whittier
College, Dr. Katherine Haley Will, was given

through invitation to the annual Barbeque for first-year
students. As the new students walked through the gates
of her home, they were overwhelmed by the array of
Cajon food and sparkling ice sculptures. While there, the
students toured the house and lounged on the patio and
in the yard. Then the most amazing of all views was
seen from the tower. The walk up the spiral staircase led
students to a 360 degree view of the city of Whittier
and beyond.

First-year students enjoy
sitting out on the lawn and
chatting among mentor
groups.
Hovig Artinian agrees that
the tower in the president's
house gives an amazing
view.
Students assemble around
the buffet table as they
grab their food to sit with
their new friends

Kristen Terbeek eagerly
raises her hand to answer
the question in hopes of
winning a prize
Leslie Pilo is at Playfair
participating in one of the
many games. She definitely
looks like she had fun.
These students sure didn't
know what they were
getting themselves in to as
they went under hypnosis.

11

O

f the many events welcoming the First year
students were a hypnotist, a game show, and

Playfair. The audience sat agast as the hypnotist twisted
rists, convinced students they were music artists and
changed body temperature of those under trance. "Tune
In" was a fun show held at The Club where students
participated in music trivia and won prizes. At Playfair
students were turned in circles in the upper quad as they
were forced to learn new faces in a sea of birthday
huddles and staged arguments.
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Every year the Upper Quad is filled with tables set up
specifically to give students a better understanding of
what clubs & organizations Whittier has to offer. It is
not unusual to find colorful signs and offers of free sports
bottles and candy to entice passing students to the tables.
The Student Activities Faire put on by the Office of
Student Activites is a great way to meet new people and
experience new things at the beginning of each new year.

IA
I5RiCT
KIHCUO
IStUH

Students filled the Club in hopes to win the DVD player
or the Playstation ?-that were being raffled off at Casino
NIght. Many were hopeful, and many won the chips
necessary for raffle tickets, but few went home that night
as the big winners. Everyone who attended won a night
of gambling fun and dancing.

and water
H

omecoming began with

the traditional bonfire

to support all fall sports. The
fire grew more and more
intense with each passing
minute as the ashes floated into
the dark sky. The event was
getting off to a good start as
people socialized, until there
was a sudden downpour of rain
that put a quick end to the
evening. The crowd left to
avoid the rain and the fire
slowly fizzled out. While the
rain may have quenched the
thirsty land, it only fueled poet
spirit.

T

he Homecoming Dance
was held on the Friday

night before the Football game
at the Crystal Marquis. While
Poets dressed up in their
Sunday best, they danced, took
pictures, and enjoyed good food
and drinks. The DJ played a
wide variety of music ranging
from hip-hop to country. As the
turnout was great, it was
defintielya night to remember.
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he stadium was decorated and the bleachers were

T

packed--excftment for the game was in the air. At

halftime, the homecoming court was announced.
Homecoming King and Queen were seniors Jason Battle
and Jaime Price-Mitchell. The court also inluded juniors
Vincent Virgil and Alicia Atkinson, sophomores Barry
Peterson and Cora Poage and first-year students Ryan
Jones and Rachael Heigligman. Other finalists for King
and Queen included seniors Chris Nagao, Nicole l<iselicka,
Antonio Trepesowsky and <anna Manzo. Whittier's
football team showed their strength and domineering
power in their Victory over Cal Lutheran University. The
final score was a 52-25 win over Cal Lutheran.
I

The thrill and anticipation
of the halftime show has
risen as the court assembled
on the field.
One of our mascots, Dwight
Durant, concentrates hard
to follow every play of the
game.
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The team is eager to get the
ball into the endzone.

Nicole Dampeer massages
Ryan Liebling as Jonathan
Vasquez flys through the air.
Poets having fun wrestling
on the inflatable obstacle
course.
Face painting and buffets of
food are what many
students enjoy at the
carnival.

A

fter the football game, the crowd made their way
over to the baseball field it had been transformed

into a place of good food and games. As the live band
played, students, family, faculty and Alumni filed in line
to eat. Others moved to separate booths of face painting,
back massages and special treats. A little farther down
were big inflatable obstacle courses where students were
found bouncing, climbing and sliding. The competition
was not only on the football field that afternoon.

E

very year Erotic City, hosted by the Lancer Society,
captures the true essence of naughtiness. People

showed that they were confident and unafraid to reveal
their skin with their clothes that barely covered their
body. The Club was packed with loud and rowdy students
dancing the night away. Outside a long line formed in
the Cl parking lot with students eager to get in and have
a piece of the action. The turnout of the dance was quite
the success story until it was broken up due to an overly
active crowd. All in all, the Lancers pulled off one heck
of a party.

Libby Barnish, Michael
Dudich, Lauren Sassano,
and Laura Nestler are all
dancing and having a fun
time.
Cowboy hats and lots of
skin--it's what Erotic City is
all about.

Athenians dance among the
crowd. Societies were well
represented at the event.

Are these three witches
capable of casting spells?
Let's hope no one spills their
drink on them.
Scarecrows, afros, vikings,
angels--who knows what
sights you'll see on
Halloween.
Fluorescent hair and
naughty bunnies ... some
might consider this a long
awaited fantasy.

T

he Franklins didn't hand out candy when you
showed up at their door on Halloween, they invited

you in to their Halloween bash, Franklinstein. Poets got
very creative with their costumes. There were sightings
of witches, devils, angels, and other random and
unexplainable things. The partying went on all night
while everyone had fun living up the social scene.
Halloween night wasn't the typical night of Trick-orTreating as tipsy students dressed up, danced and had a
great time at the Franklin house.
activities & events 45

portsfest was definitley one
week to remember. Students
from off campus and the various
residence halls competed with each
other in games and many sporting
activites. Opening ceremonies began
with the students rallying up in the
ampitheatre. After eating dinner,
they listened to a few songs from the
choir and then watched the dance
team perform. The banners were
creative and colorful, and some were
still dripping as teamd finished just
before the compitetion began. Energy
was high and cheers were loud, surely
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heard throughout the entire campus.
The Staufettes exuded spirit as they
walked to the ampitheatre shouting
'ThP'

their cheer knock knock who's
there ... Staufettes." The week was full
of games ranging from Pictionary to
video games, volleyball to soccer, an

I.

orange pass to sack races, the blood

uffeP

competitive as each team supported
one another in a hope of victory, and

of
I
sweatshirt. In the end, the Johnson
"What's up girlfriend, hey" and Harris
Angels teams placed First while the

r

L

uminarias was definitley
an amazing experience

according to those who went.
Held at the Bonaventure Hotel
in Los Angeles, students and
their guests danced the night
away in the Midnight Garden,
as well as entertained
themselves at the many casino
tables.

"The Bonaventure was the perfect
exquisite location fora night filled
with good music and romance."
May Lee
Class of 2002

"I had a great time! Lumies was
very well organized, the hotel was
very nice and most importantly, it
looked like everyone was having
fun! Go Penns!"
Mario Neavez
Class of 2003

"Luminarias was the perfect
evening in the perfect location. It
was one of my most memorable
experiences at Whittier College."
Brett Sickmiller
Class of 2003
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D

iverse Identities Week was
created in order to

celebrate the immense diversity
on the Whittier College campus.
The mission statement of Diverse
Identities captures the essense,
purpose and importance of the

rERSE IDENIIflES 2001

week. "We, as members of the
Whittier College community, are
committed to creating spaces that
expose the community to different

SMV YE
ways of living and being, through
the engagement and involvement
in activities which stimulate
thinking and validate diversity."
This year the committee planned
out a week like never before-they
pushed for new levels of
involvement and expression of
ideas.
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"The most successful Diverse
Identities Week events were those
pesented by Whittier College
students. I think that it is
important to set aside a period of
time during which students have
the opportunity to address each
other regarding issues that greatly
impact them as students and as
humans on a daily basis, and yet
receive very little attention in
popular campus dialogue. Diverse
Identities Week constructs that
space, and I think the fact that
more people took advantage of
that space this year than in
previous years really galvanized
students to take a hard look at
some very complex and potentially
painful issues, which is always a
good thing to do."
Erin Clark
Class of 2002
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By the time that Spring Break
finally rolls around students are
definately ready for their much
awaited adventures, and the
break from classes, midterms
and papers. Many students use
the break to go home and visit
their families and friends, while
others use this as an
opportunity to travel to new
places. Of the many adventures
taken, students found
themselves in foreign countries

52 activities & events

Franciso for a large M.U.N.
conference. Unfortunately, the

their break to ease the pain of

E

very spring the alcohol induced blurred vision
dreams of sand and dancing excite students as

Mona Kai approaches. Students get their tropical garb
out and head down to the parking lot where the Lancer's
have created the spectacular luau event. The night would
definately not be complete without tipsy students
dancing and limboing the night away.

54 activities & events

"I liked Mona Kai because boys had their shirts open and
I could see their chests. Uhhhhhh!"
Katie Perrin
Class of 2004

This year's Mona Kai ws the best party scene I have ever
been to while attending Whittier College. If they had
Mona Kai once a week I might consider failing out this
semester to stay a few more years!!"
Samir Sarkar
Class of 2001
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T

his year's Asian Night
dinner and show was

themed "TemptAsian Island,"
and mocked the hit FOX
television reality program
"Temptation Island." Although
the dinner was held in the Cl,
the Asian Students Association
turned the room into an
extravagant display of Asian
food and culture. The catered
dinner featured almost every
Asian dish you could imagine.
After dinner people wandered
over to the Shannon Center for
the performance where the
four "couples" were whisked
away to the other side of the
globe for a tempting of
dances and displays. These
unforgettable characters-the
couples and the hosts-all with
their own unique fetishes-some
shoes, others McDonalds-were
entertaining, but the best part
of evening was the dancing
without a doubt.

"Participating in Asian Night
was an incredibly amazing
experience. ASA is

great group

of people to work with. It was
an excellent opportunity to
meet new people and to make
new friends."
Sean Gatzen
Class of 2003

"Performing in Asian Night was
an excellent experience; I
enjoyed woking with all of the
cast."
Jelina Shah
Class of 2003
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Program Board's final event of the year is an afternoon
of song and charade. Societies and other groups of people
come together in competition at the annual Spring Sing
hybrid lip sync talent show. This year the ampitheatre
was brought to life withvisions of Marilyn Monroe, Boy
George and even the King himself, Elvis Prestly. All in all
the event was a smash-the crowd was entertained as their
laughter could be heard all over the campus.

8 activities & events

Spring Sing was a lot of fun. I never realized how hard
people work to put it all together. I'm glad our
performance turned out so well!"
Scott Borders
Class of 2O2

"It was great working with Ryan Liebling. I was inspired
by his professionalism. His dedication was a guiding light
to me and all that day, that glorious day."
Andy Wilcox
Class of 2003
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VZORI-neO 4
The second annual Launch party sponsored by KWTR was
a smashing success. Held in the club, people packed in to
see "The day PUNK met HIP-HOP."The mixed crowd was
entertained by Malpractice X and LA Symphony.
Onlookers were also invited onstage to test their skills
with an open mic MC contest.

W.
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T

he end of the spring
semester is always

marked with Reading Day, and
the infamous Midnight
Breakfast where College faculty
and staff serve students in a late
night study break. Students
pack into the Cl which was
stuffed to capacity as students
came to see their professors
serve them food just nights
before they serve up finals.
Excitement for the end of the
year is felt throughout the
room as awaiting papers and

62 activities & events

cramming is forgotten as one
last break is taken. It is truly a
night of tradition that marks
the completion of another
school year.

"The Midnight Breakfast brought
back a lot of memories-it was a
great regathering of friends and a
special last meal for the seniors."
Jorge Gurrola
Class of 2001

w
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Cheer Squad
Jami Bouza
Monique Mora
Morgan Fox
Myra Rodriguez
Amamda Donahue
Lindsey Weinberg
Roxanne Ritter
Jennifer Estaburke
Vanessa Carbajal

Mascots
66 sports

Todd Spanier
Dwight Durant

Dance Team
Kristen Terbeek
Michelle Peters
Jennifer Walker
Zafthy Marquez
Rosa Ochoa
Danielle Crawford
Deborah Dallas
Alexandra Maestes
Erin Hurley
Natalie Roebuck

TopLeft to Bottom Right: Jamar Alexander, Man Burrow, J.R. Maupin, Aaron Quarles, Al Wiggins, Reza Ghodstinat, Kevin Foreman, Gilbert Palmer, Roy Contreras, Sam Barra,.
Dabbs, Pete Salazar, Gabe Martinez, Jesus Hernandez, Sal Cervantes, Jorge Amaya, Andres Navarro, Perryn Hale, Will Long, Bobby Brace, Damion Hawthorne, Eric Davis,
Herndon, Jim Joyner, Brett Sickmiller, Mark Tirre, George Harrison, Paul Mihn, Tahir Allen, Jason Whidby, Jure Gavran, Rob Martinez, Pat Newland, 011ie Lynch, BubbaArment
Hernandez, Kenny Bohman, Ariel Guitron, Freddie Lee, Steve Solis, Kevin Argumosa, Richard Sosa, Elliot Rivera, Ryan Jones, Sam Winner, Joe DiMarco, Rafael Tones, Mark
Steve Lopez, Steve Garcia, Gary Willis, Meat, Bob Owens, Gifford Linheim, Wayne Crawford, Elvin Dick, Joe Biagioni, Charles Evans, Jimmy Zurn, Richard Salazar.....
Herndon, ....Josh Doody . .... .... Dale Ziola, Taiyee Coleman, Scott Jordan, Matt Daniels Jr., Giovanni Alvarez-Mena, Michael Grant, Andre Stewart, Justin Jimenez, Steve H
Felipe Huizar, Rene Holley

Score Box
U.S.D.

Loss

Chapman

Loss 10-20

Menlo

Loss 9-37

Linfielci

Loss

7-43

eIaireontM-s

Win

24-17

Occidental

Win

28-27

Cal rutherc?n

Win

52-24

/€ellcinls

Loss

34-40

Ea Verne

Win

20-17

Season Record: 4-6

68 sports

21-35

C)OC)Oltl:)P4All
W"

sports 69

Team Members: Javier Colon, Jhalister Corona, Jorge Flores, L
Ibarra, Jamaal Jackson, Pete Maksimow, Joseph Mendoza, Andr
Salomone, Luc Schuette, Emily Curtis, Allison Graham, Rebec
Haws, Erin McCauley, Erin Pfaucht, Briana Quinn. Coaches: Gi
Phillips, Heather Backer, Chuck Lame.

Score Box
Whittier Invitational
Westmont Invitational
UC Riverside Invitational
Stanford Invitational
SCIAC Dual Meets
SCIAC Championships
NCAA III West Regional Meet
NCAA III Championships
Men: Overall 6-1
Women: Overall 0-7

:

Team Members: Gabriela Baez, Libby Barrish, Megan Boisineau, Tara Bodi
Aimee Coughlin, Tracy Cruz, Averyl Growden, Sara Hall, Erin Hurley, Ro
Ishibashi, Melissa Kellogg, Jennifer Kight, Marisa Longacre, Leila Montaza
Laura Nestler, Leslie Pettilini, Lauren Sassano, Shanna Scott, Lori Stryj
Coaches: Kwame Lloyd, Enriquetta Hirschberg, Shelly Miller, Jim Cross.

Score Box
4-1
Win
0-7
Loss
03se
0-4
Loss
3iola
1-3
Loss
La Verne
1-5
Clairevnont Loss
1-6
Loss
Redlands
0-5
Loss
Chapman
0-4
Cal Lutheran Loss
Loss 0-3
Pomona
2-0
Occidental
Win
1-4
Loss
Concordia
0-3
Loss
La Verne
0-2
Clairemnont Loss
0-2
Loss
Rhodes
3-4
Loss
Redlands
8-1
Cal Lutheran Loss
Loss 0-3
Pomona
0-1
Occidental Loss
Menlo

Season Record:

2W-16L
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Athletes: Christian
Christian Baron, Ryan Brennan, Jason Chandler, David Delgado, Sasha Desr
Michael Dudich, Darrl Foy, Chris Hooper, Aaron Hopkins, Phillip Howe, Anthony Jaui
Jonathan Larson, Matt Lomeli, Aaron McCarn, Luke McConnell, Chris Mihm, Mark I
son, Thomas Shaw, Alex Thompson, Luis Turcios, Chris Zamora, Jason Zamora, Chris Ze
Mark Zienkiewicz. Coaches: Kwame Lloyd, Enriqueta Hirschberg, Shelley Miller, Jim

Score Box
Willamette
Menlo

IACSC
L5'iola
La Verne
ClairemqntM-S
Redlands
Chapman
Cal Lutheran
Poniona-Pitzer
Occidental
Caltech
La Verne
ClairerviontM-S
Redlands
Concordia
Cal Lutheran
Pomona-itzer
Occidental
Caltech

Season Record: 3-17

Loss
0-4
Loss
1-3
Loss
1-4
Loss
0-7
Loss
3-4
Loss 4-6
Loss
0-3
Loss
0-1
Loss
0-6
Loss
1-2
Win
3-1
Win
3-0
Win
2-1
Loss 1-3
Loss
1-4
Loss
1-2
Loss
1-3
Loss
2-5
Loss
1-3
Loss
1-2

Score Box
(ACSD
Santa Clara
Clairernont
Pomona-IOitzer
Ca/aptist
MJT
IACSC
Chapman
Univ. of Washington
Cal eaptist
Santa Clara
Univ. of Washington
(AC Davis
Cal eaptist
¶Jona
Chapman
drown
Cal ech
£111114
Clairevnont
La Verne
Redlands
Occidental
Pomona-itzer

Loss 204
Loss 14-8
Win 7-4
Win 12-5
Loss 11-7
Loss 10-9
Loss 6-4
Win
12-5
Win
18-6
Loss 7-6
Win
11-10
Win
12-4
Loss 13-3
Loss 11-7
Loss 10-9
Loss 6-4
Win 8-7
Win 21-4
Loss 13-6
Win 12-5
Loss 14-7
Loss 11-10
Win 13-7
Win 14-7

Season Record:

11W-13L

Team Members: Marlin Henton, Ryan Quigley, T.J. Markiewicz, Drew Robins
Joe Gonzalez, Sergio Macias, Robert Curreri, Ben Garcia, David Becerril, Gan
Cobb, Reyn Homer, Jeff Padgett. Coach: Mitch Carty
76 sports

Tracy Cruz, Robin Ishibashi, Marleshia Knolls, Samantha
Diamon, Briena Schuck, Brdgette O'Connell, Barbara Finneg
Amy Reed, Bah Katenay, Kara Ralph.

Top Left to Bottom Right: Jason McKissick, Aaron Smith, Toany
Jorge Gurrola, Blake Jensen, Trevor Jensen, Erik Davis, Arnaud Kajan
Chris..., Tim Pickett, Abe Morrabi, Tony Davis, Samir Sakar, Lukas Bed
Paul Farmer. Coach: Rock Carter

'0'

V114w

Jodie Ehrlich, Beth Wolfe, Illiana Lopez, Jenn Eastla]
Dina Reynoso, Vannessa Farmer, Sue Jean Park, L
Christopher, Kathy Abell, Stephanie Steinbreck
Alicia Ledlie, Karma Manzo. Coaches: Kri
Vandenburg, Mandy Arnold

am Members: Ali Bissell, Stephanie Dameral, Nicole Dampier, MarirEvans,
gan Fleming, Tracy kazin, Kelly Krantz, Corrie Maggay, Tiena Perez-Close,
mifer Rangel, Jonnie Russel, Angela Simmons, Beth Thompson, Celeste Ziff,
Landra Bieech, Jenn Eastlake, Lacey Leone, Ashley Wingfield. Coaches: Kwame

m Members: Brian Wesley, Elliott Hoke, Ryder Bateman, Andrew Biers, Steve Brumder, Evan Cardwell, Malcolm
ise, Russell Der, Dan Finck, Dan Gallagher, Larry Giglio, Kelly Hall, Reed Harmon, Ryan Harrington, Ryan Harris, Dax
rison, Aaron Hopkins, Ken Hutton, Travis Jackson, Aaron Jaffe, Brian Kelly, Mike Lynch, Mark Maloney, Ben Manning,
am Messick, Torry McGowen, Blake Mitchell, Ross Peterson, Mike Porter, Todd Prager, NIck Quinn, Kevin Roszlowski,
dy Ryan, Sam Seashore, Noah Talbot, Todd Thorpe, John don von Shwarz, Jordan West-Brat. Coaches: Doug Locker,
er Lawrence, Jason Rifle, Joe Romano-Cheese.

Reyna Curtis, Kelly Chinnarian, Dina Reynoso, Patty
Donaldson, Michelle Bohannon, Stacy Karnya, Shauna
Lopez, Kat Yamaguchi, Rochelle Williams, April
Zamorano, Jenny Catherines.

Team Members: Jeff Frith, Ryan Jones, Johnny Vida, Rob Frith, Ian Slaney, Jason Hilliard, Mike Fra2
Gilbert Moreno, Sonny Cheatham, Artie Strauss, John Vasquez, Dustin Boots, Robert Jones, Jason Roscli
Jimmy Zurn, Andrew Kittle, Matt Windt, Sam Winner, Kevin Pansky, Ariel Guitroa, Bubba Armenta, K
Phillips, Marc Galasi. Coaches: Mike Rizzo, Steve Nadell, Nate Nelson.

Mariana Madico, Lindey Hardy, Jessica WIlgis, Sarah Victor, Christine Flaherty, Hann
Hilligoss, Elena Vasilenko, Andrea Dominguez, Laura Gonadz, Regina Coeli, Angela Pos
Kirk Brown, Hideyuki Myahara, Sidar Haksar, Cade Dunahay, Andy Sansone, Rocky Cervant

1..
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peoples of the world.
Dr. David lyam

C

Dr. Emelie Olson
Claudia Cuevas
Jeffrey Montez de Oca
Stephen Siemens
Hilarie Kelly

41.

Visiting Ast. Prof.
Professor
Adjunct Professor
Adjunct Professor
Adjunct Professor
Adjunct Professor

rc~
V

CI
"Anthropology is so much fun that I often wonder why everyone is

1101 an

anthropologist.

Q!~
But that's okay, I guess some people just hate to have fun. Doing anthropology is a lot of
fun and I am yet to know an anthropologist who is ever upset for more than afew minutes
a year. My goal at this point is to produce as many anthrop6logically-minded

ct

professionals as Whittier can hold; and there is a lot of space."
David lyam
Visiting Assistant Professor

UD
C
___4

r
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colors of life

I

C
4.4
I
'l

Dr. Ria O'Foghludha
Endi Poskovic
Dr. Paula Radisich
Kim Russo
David Sloan
Nina Berson
Travis Kranz

.

Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Professor
Associate Professor

.

Assistant Professor
Adjunct Professor
Adjunct Professor

Mary-Kay Lombino

Adjunct Professor

Karen Schfman

Adjunct Professor

102 faculty

the inner workings
Dr. David Bourgaize
Dr. Stephen Goldberg
Dr. Warren Hanson

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor

Dr. Clifton Morris
Dr. Cheryl Swift
Paul McAuley
Annalisa Regenfuss

Assistant Professor
Adjunct Professor
Adjunct Professor

Dr. Jeffrey Decker
Dr. Mary Finan
Dr. Charles Lame
Dr. Robert Sibley
Dr. Haw-Jan Wu
Lourdes Ramboa
Dale Shoonhoven
Helene Tillotson
Ernest Williams

Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Professor
Visiting Ast. Prof.
Associate, Professor
Adjunct Professor
Adjunct Professor
Adjunct Professor
Adjunct Professor

faculty 103

weird science

E

Dr. Priscilla Bell

Associate Professor

Dr. Devin limoto

Associate Professor

Dr. Charles Reeg
Dr. Kimberly Schrum

Professor
Assistant Professor

Dr. Darren Stoub

Visiting Ast. Prof.

Ernst Schubert

Adjunct Professor

"Teaching cheinisry at
Whittier is a bonding
experience with my
students. Our one on
one discussions are like
the sharing of electrons
in a covalent bond."
Devin limoto
Associate Professor

all the little peo
Dr. Anne Sebanc

Assistant Pro

Dr. Judith Wagner
Kimberly Hill

Pro
Adjunct Pro

Dawn Kurtz

Adjunct Pro

Norma Stryker
Judith Ellis

Adjunct Pro
Adjunct Pro

Kbri Vartanian

Adjunct Pro

Martin Kammerer
Dr. Jan Vermilye

Instructor
Assistant Professor

"After some thirty years at Whittier I realize I appreicate most--out of a very long list indeed-two things. The first
has to be my students, those people who now years later contact me and say that I made a difference in their lives.
They need to know how much of a difference they have made in mine. The second has been the opportunity offered

E

at Whittier to pursue my own intellectual interests. With the help of the endowed Fergusin Chair in
International Economics I have published two books--the latest now in second edition-- and several articles in
prestigeous economics journals. But that is not really the point. It is more that Whittier has--in a way that might
not happen elsewhere--allowed me to pursuse the research agenda that I wanted to pursue, and I believe the
college has benefited from that. I know I have, and I know I greatly appreciate it."
Stephen Overturf
Professor.

tephen Overturf
im Thomas
regory Woirol
.
Deprez

Professor
Assistant Professor
Professor
Adjunct Professor

faculty 105

school house rocks
)

Dr. Don Bremme
Dr. Thomas Destino

Associate Professor

Dr. Amy Gimino
Dr. Kathleen Ralph

Asistant Professor
Visiting Ast. Prof.
Associate Profssok

Dr. Anne Sebanc
Dr.- Judith Wagner
Dr. Toiffany Weigle

Assistant Professor
Professor
Visiting Ast. Prof.

Dr. Claudia Wiedeman

Assistant Profssor

bookworms

-

Dr. Charles Adams
Dr. Tony Barnstone
Dr. Wendy Furman-Adams
Dr. William Geiger
Dr. Anne Kiley
Dr. Sean Moms
Dr. dAve pAddy
Dr. Suzanne Weil
Charlse Davidson
Charles Eastman
John Mitchell

06 faculty

Associate ProfesgOr
Associate Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Adjunct Professor.
Adjunct Professor
Adjunct Professor

we see dead people
Dr. Richard Archer

Professor

Dr. Robert Marks

Professor

Dr. Laura McEnaney

Assistant Professor

Dr. Donald Nuttall

Associate Professor

Dr. Jose Orozco

Assistant Professor

Dr. Elizabeth Sage

Assistant Professor

Douglas Stiffer

Adjunct Professor

"I teach history the way I do

because I want students to see
themselves, their own stories, in
their U.S. history courses. My
hope is that history contributes
to a liberal arts education that is
practical and idealistic at the
same time. Ideally, history
encourages students to think hard
and then act up."
Laura McEnaney
Assistant Professot

crunching numbers
M1HFMATE

Dr. Abi Fahahi

Professor

Dr. David Garland

Professor

Dr. Sharad Keny

Professor

Dr. Michael Leen

Associate Professor

Dr. Jeffrey Lutgen

Associate Professor

Dr. Fritz Smith

Professor

George Wang

Adjunct Professor

Martha Strey

Adjunct Professor

say what?!?!?
Dr. Rafael Chabran

Professor
Asc.Prof.

Dr. Marie-Magdeleine Chirol
Dr. Gustavo Geirola
Associate Professor
Dr. Feng-Ying Ming
Assistant Professor
Dr. Doreen O'Connor-Gomez
Asc. Prof.
Dr. Javier Range]
Visiting Ast. Prof.
Dr. Andrew Wallis
Assistant Professor
Alberto Hen-era
Adjunct Professor

"Whittier College is a huge part of my lie (and that of my
family). My brother and his wife, one of his kids and fur of

0

my kids all attended here. Next year will he my 2.5'h year here
and I love it! Music is what makes me tick--I love doing it, I
love sharing it with young people, and I love teaching it. The
training I got here was superb--master teachers who loved
their respective crafts, and I feel part of a continuum which
values music and teachs it to others."
Stephen Gothold
Professor

rockin' the hig
notes
Danilo Lozano

Associate Pro

Dr. Teresa LeVelle

Associate Pro

Dr. Stephen Gothold

b

HI

108 faculty

Pro

Jenelle Anderson
Kimasii Browne

Adjunct Pro
Adjunct Pro

Paul DaSilva

Adjunct Pro

Diane Muller
Christopher Palas

Adjunct Pro
Adjunct Pro

David Pircher

Adjunct Pro

Spencer Williameta
Robert Wirtz

Adjunct Pro
Adjunct Pro

let's get physical
Sherry Calvert

~J

Assistant Professor

Dr. Hilmi Ibraham

Professor

David Jacobs

Professor

Dr. Patricia Van Oosbree Assistant Professor

a

Young Park

Adjunct Professor

Donna Place

Adjunct Professor

Suzanne Willard

Adjunct Professor

"What's exciting about
Whitier to me is the
potential for growth--in
students, in me as a teacher,
and in all of us as a college.
We don't always manage to
fulfill our potential, which I
find frustrating. But the
possibility is there, and I'm
grateful forthat."
Paul Kjeliherg
Associate Professor

hicken
Professor
Associate Professor
AssistantProfessor
Adjunct Professor

faculty 109

use the force Lukefahr
rr

Dr. Seamus Lagan

Associate Professor

Dr. Howard Lukefahr

Associate Professor

Dr. Glenn Piner

Assistant Professor

"It is very important to make
use of the intuituve knowledge
which students bring with them
from their everyday lives. This
knowledge is the foundation
upon which to build the
rigorous investigations of
physical phenomena presented in
a physics class. If you go directly
to the mathematical abstractions
without engaging the students'
intuition and 'gut feeling'
then the material becomes
disconnected from reality and
less meaningful."
Seamus Lagan
Associate Professor

party systems
Dr. Fred Bergerson
Dr. Steven MacIsaac
Dr. Mike McBride

Professor
Visiting Ast. Prof.
Professor

Dr. John Neu

Associate Professor

Dr. Deborah Norden

Assistant Professor

Boris Ricks

Adjunct Professor

I'SYCII

mapping the brain
Dr. Maurine Behrens

Professor

Dr. Lorinda Camparo

Assistant Professor

Dr. Chuck Hill
Dr. Lucy O'Connor
Dr. David Volckmann

Professor
Associate Professor
Professor

Margo Kaatz

Adjunct Professor

Judith Meyers

Adjunct Professor

"After years of teaching at
large research universities and
other small liberal arts
colleges, what impresses me most
about Whittier's psychology
department is the students' and
fticulty 's commitment to learning
and the sense of community."
Lori Camparo
Assistant Professor

if the spirit so
moves you
Dr. Marilyn Gottschall
Dr. Glenn Yocum

Assistant Professor
Professor

Laura Ammon

Visiting Instructor

Randall Reed

Adjunct Professor

Swasti Bhattacharyya

Adjunct Professor

i J. Liora Gubkin

Adjunct Professor

faculty ill

c'i legitimte voyerism
Dr. Zhidong Hao
Dr. Leslie Howard

Assistant Professor
Professor

Dr. sal johnston

Assistant Professor

Robert Owens

Adjunct Professor

Greg Stanzack

Adjunct Professor

Claudia Cuevas

Adjunct Professor

Anne Browning-McIntosh

Adjunct Prof.

people power
Dr. Claudia Dorrington
Dr. Paula Sheridan

Visiting Ast.
Associate Prof

Lucy Cardona

Adjunct Prof

Modesto Ellano

Adjunct Prof

Matt Harwood

Adjunct Prof

Wendy DeBoer

Adjunct Prof

Julie Sin

Adjunct Prof

Jack de Vries
Josh Machamer

Associate Professor
Visiting Ast. Prof.

Brian Reed

Associate Professor

Melinda Manlowe
/ Stephanie Trosen

CD

Adjunct Professor
Adjunct Professor

CD

"For the past four years, I have had the honor of serving as Director of
the Whittier Scholars Program. Although this means that I can't teach
full time for the Political Science Department--and I do miss teaching-I love being associated with the WSP, a Program that is one of the most
distinctive features of Whittier College. The students in the Program are

CD

all unique and independent, which is both a challenge at times and a
delight. I love working with first year students when they just decide
whether they will enter the WSP, with sophomores as they are designing
their education, and then cannot be proud of seniors presenting their
Projects at their Senior Symposium. I think that the WSP, and the students who are in it, represent all that Whittier College can be."
Joyce Kaufman
Professor

the road less
traveled
Carlyle
yce Kaufman
anie Randol
ta Ritz

Associate Professor
Professor
Admin. Assistant
Community Service &
Internship Extraordinaire

C

Seniors Andrew Sansone and Jenny Purdy

Jose Aceves

Joy Alarcon

Angelique Avila

iió seniors

Senior Mayra Rodriguez

Lisa Ayre-Smith

Kathryn Abell

Elena Aceves

Rachelle Andrade

Mina Arteaga

"College has given n'ie more, "k'evnen"iber the
time when..." experiences than 9 ever thought it
would have, and that is not even counting the
ones ¶lcan't renien"iber."
Kelly Krantz
Class of 2001

orgette Baltierrez

Katherine Baskett

"Has anyone else been haunted by the horrible
noises of a dying cow for the past four years?"
Shauna J'ogers
Class of 2001

"7ngreclients for a perfect dance party:
}4adonna, Sophia, markers, and toliet paper."
Katie eurns, Kelly Krantz,
Erin l'egan and Shauna togers
Class of 2001
armen Becerra

Andrea Bellows
"The lastfour years have been an amazing ride.
¶Jhave had experiences that 9'd like to forget,
but S7 have also had many terrific experiences.
'7 have learned a lot, both in class and out, and
'7 hope the next path '7 choose will be just as
meaningful."
Andrea 6ellows
CLass of 2001

Todd Benjamin

Brooke Bernstein
"College holds a very special place in my heart,
'7 built many friendships, learned may things
about myself and about the world!, and '7 will
never forget a single n"iovnentof the four years
'7 spent here... well, S7 will probably have to
supress all the pain from the many sleepless
nights S7 spent working on papers, but'7 will certainly cherish every other mnemmiory."

cheal Bohannon

Michael Bonocora

Kathryn Box

Edith Braswell

Benjamin Brodsky-Porges

Katie Burns

Senior Lisa Christopher

118 seniors

Didem Cakmakli

Ana Casillas

Licet Cazares

Nancy Chaires

enior isa V onie

"The memories that £7
will take with me from
Whittier College are those
of walking through
the beautiful, majestic
campus on a warm
spring afternoon, arm in
arm with my 7thenian
Society sisters. Pledging
membership to the
4thenian Society, my
freshman year, has been
the most rewarding and
educational experience of
my life. Choosing to
participate in student activities and making decisions in the growth of the
College has made my past
four years full of laughter,
tears and dreams for
those who come after. £7
will always have a place in
Whittier's history as it will
always havea place in my
heart."
Emily Sanford
Class of 2001

Senior Jason Roschke and First Year Student Leslie Pilo

Abby Daniels

Tanya De La Cerda

Elizabeth De La Paz

Lisa Decker

Gina Ditto

liana Dominguez

Brian Duran

Bertrand Eckeihoefer

Jennifer Fields

Leonsha Fields

"76Th'7 going to miss getting to spend so much
time with mg friends."
Christine 71ciherty
Class of 2007

cii'n going to miss
taking showers with
flip-flops."
Moiricinoi il/toictico
Class of 2001

"7 sure will miss potato
bar and that oh-so-delicious compressed meat
with "eggies.

man Justin Cuomo, Seniors Emily Rate, Emily Sanford, and Sophomore
Souza

Dan Ccitone
Class of 2001
seniors 12

Junior Ryan Fong, Senior Chris "Potsy" Lahti and Sophomore Meghan "Schmeg" Lahti

Keli Fulton

Lorrie Ann Garcia

Joseph Gomez

Jorge Gurrola

Sidharth Haksar

rs Katie Burns, Kelly Krantz and Shauna Rogers

Alexander Hamlin

David Hanson

Senior Joel Jordan

Skye Haulman

Elizabeth Hermos

Luis Hernandez

Harold Herndon

Junior Roy Contreras, Spohomore Steve Solis, Alumni Manny Garcia and Se
Pete Salazar

"7 believe that n'iy education at Whittier has given vvie
the tools to work towards social choinge. My hope is that
every n'ien"iber of this society can one ci'uy receive the
kind of education that Whittier has provided me, which
would hopefully lead us to ci more ideal world.
The Revolution lives on."
Elise Chute/u/n
C/ass of 2001

124 seniors
Missy Hoffer

Jo-Fan Huang

"1 want to thank Whittier College faculty for the
excessive and excruciating assignments, not to mention
all the headaches, stress, nervous breakdowns, and
sleepless nights Jsuffered in the last year. J would also
like to thankM. E h.4 for allowing me to pursue social
justice beyond the campus. Last but not certainly not
least, thanks to all the students, staff and
administration who contributed to the wonderful and
unforgettable experience in Whittier."
Luis Hernandez
Class of 2001

nga Jayasinghe

Tisha Jenkins

Ayako Jinno

Seniors Andrea Bellows, Nadine Wong Kam and Emerson Padlernos

Melissa Johnson

Alicia Jones

Joel Jordan

Seniors Antonio Trepesowsky and
Nicole Kiselicka

Kelly Krantz

Megan Lafferty

Chris "Potsy" Lahti

Holly Lautenschlager

"Jt's crazy cc kind
of unnerving how school
prepares you for red
life--not a all in the way
you would expect. You
try to ho/once your life
between whotou have
to do and what you
wont to do--ono' usually
lose. You o'eoi with
schedules, long workdays, deadlines and
limits. 7lnd you learn
that you con do
any thing--except for the
bureaucracy, egos, and
the entrenched procedures and ideas that
stand in your way.
Welcome to the red
world--it's just like
Wh ittierCollege."
[iso /lyre-Svnith
Class of 2001

"eyonci classes in ,'lsio,
Europe, and remote
deserts of the Americas,
VVhittierhos never foiled to
ins till in me the complexities of life, the value of
friendship, and the reality
of cireomns."
Emerson does /Oocllernos
Class of 2001
Seniors Katie Box and Missy Hoffer

V.
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seniors 127

Senior Robert Martinez

128 seniors

Alisha Ledlie

Sergio Macias

Mariana Madico

Corrie Magga

eter Maksimow

Senior Samir Sarkar

mit Manandhar

Senior Sergio Macias

Karma Manzo

Maria Markova

Catherine Miyagishima

Lisa Monie

Claudia Martinez

Michael Muller

Senior Mike Schmidli

Karena Mungul

Christopher Nagao

Natalie Neavez

Jeff Nelson

Osbaldo Nieve

Natalie Olivas

Erica Ortiz

Ricky Ortiz

Emerson Padiern

Cristina Padili

Danielle Pere

Daisy Pinedo

Kimberly Platt

John Polyak

Stephen Portillo

Jamie Price-Mitchell

Sophin-Zoe Pruong

Terese Ramirez

Barbara Reed

Seniors Matt Madson and Shyamal Chandradathsingh

seniors 131

Seniors Jaison Battle and Jamie Price-Mitchell

Roxane Ritter

Delawrence Roberts

ayra Rodriguez

Shauna Rogers

ejandra Sanchez

Emily Sanford

Mike Schmidli

Senior Jon Collard

Joe Romero

Roldolfo Rosales

Natasha Seleznoff

Lori Anne Shiu

Senior Peter Maskimow and sophomore Barbara Finnegan

Nicholas Smal

Crissa Soto

abeth Spaukling

Stephanie Steinbrecher

Andrew Struve

Nouran Sultan

Amber Tapia

Antonio Trepcsowsky

Felix Trinh

Luis Turcios Guzman

Amy Tuyls

Alissa Van Keuren

Anna Waligorski

Aubri Webb

Carrie Whittier

Nicole Wilbur

Senior Lacey Leone, Juniors May Lee and Kat Adame

36 seniors

Aaron Willard

Jennifer Wilson

Leanna Wilson

Nadine Wong Ka

Aulkea Woods

Felicia Yam

Seung Yoon

Raluca Zelinchi

Seniors Chris Nagao and Karma Manzo
sit unl think boutvng oipprouching gruluution, ¶lstoirt to reuli?e the things that -q take for granted and
iss: lOotsy for forgetting things and denying thoit he went to u fat kids camp us u young child, 7hulister for
ing me feel smart, the Cross Country posse and for never missing u dug of running in 2000, Luc for acting
his age and making i'vie (the immature one) feel mature, the awkwardness of walking up and down the
itheuter stairs, Dr. Mac's class for almost making me go crazy (Jforgive you Dr. )l/tuc!). The little things."

hope that in the future people will have nothing
better to do than dress up like me."
Chris "Potsy" Luhti
Class of 2001

peter iviuskimnow
Class of 2001

SQl"
Held annually in honor of those receiving their Bachelors of Arts from
hittier College, the President invites graduating seniors to her house
in celebration of their hard earned degree. Seniors enjoy a delicious
atered dinner, music and mingling with fellow students and faculty.

i

I

hittier College's ninety-eighth commencement ceremony was held
in the ampitheatre on Friday, May 2-5th. Family and friends assembled
o honor and congratulate the graduates. Applause and cheers filled
he warm morning air as the grads received their hard-earned
iplomas. Congratulations Class of 2oo-i, and good luck in all your
uture endeavors!!

und the Rock surrounds an

Around the Rock we belong, we It is here Around the Rock

tution of higher learning that practice, we experience, we where our community unites.
ilt upon its solid foundation. endure, we learn, and we grow.

iana guy
athy Burt
ennifer Rangel
randon Sanders
harles Noboa
annah Hilligoss
ellani Hale
enny Garcia
atie Perrin
oey Bravo
harles Eastman

Editor-inManaging Editor
A&E Editor
Sports Editor
Faculty Edit
Photo Edit
Photographer
Photographer
Photographer
Photographer
Faculty Advisor

The Acropolis, volume 89 was produced by the yearbook staff at Whi
College in Whittier, CA, and was printed by Taylor Publishing in Da
Texas. The account was serviced by Brynda Everman, our Ta
Representative. The theme and cover design were selected by the Ed
at Taylor's summer camp held at Pepperdine University in Malib
August of 2000. All of the Acropolis'144 pages were printed in full c
on ioolb paper. Any Black & White pictures had spot color added at
plant. Processing, printing and senior portraits, as well as some e
photography were provided by Artistry Foto in Brea. The fonts
include: skia, onyx, times, nadianne, anal, avant garde, garam
rinnalbold, and BLKvagroundedblack.

editor's note
I would like to thank all those who made the production of this bo
possible, because without you this book would not exist. First, I wot
like to thank the staff for their contribution of time and energy-to Cat
for all the number crunching she did when she really didn't have t
time; to Charlie for always keeping the office safe; to Jenn a
Brandon for the seemingly endless hours and the sleepless nights spe
in the officejust to make deadlines; to Hannah for her commitment
arranging, organizing and taking the photos; to Benny for being t
best "go-for" extraordinaire he could possibly be; to Bravo for bei
,chauffer and giving the best hugs out there; to Gross Katie for her mo
support and her ugly face; to Barbara Finnegan and the Qual
Campus for letting us steal their photos; to thé\faculty, staff and t
coaches for their help and contributions; to Tracy Poon Tambas
Charles Eastman and Brynda Everman for all their help, guidance a
support; and last but certainly not least, to the students becaL
without you there's no reason for a yearbook.

and who you hurt. It's about how you feel about yourself. its about stick,i
cb out who yo6
ethers and replacing inner hale with love Life is about avoiding jealousy, overcoming ignorance, and
elf-confidence. It's about what you say and what you mean. It's about seeing people for who they are
hat they have. Most of all, it is about choosing to live your life to touch someone else in a way that could h
ever been achieved otherwise. Each new day is an empty page in the book of your life. It will come to you ch
nd fresh each morning, waiting for you to fill it with wonders
rowd with mc a
aughter, with work and achievement, with friendship and love...
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